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Western diplozsats and foreign ainisters seen to have recently
abandoned the custom of orally unveiling brave new vrorlds aad ~agerlÿ
anticipating frièndly cooperation and the rule of larr' in svorld affairs .
fihey norr seer.i to prefer cautious warnings against undue optimisa at any ~ ~ . .
particular turn in international e4ents . Is this because diplomats are
basically cynical people, indifferent to the universal desire for security
and peace? Or is it because they were recently so dazzled by the vanished
mage of a glowing future that.they are now blind to ;..the hope of better
international relations? ithatever the answer nay be, .it is perhaps
significant that a coon cautious approach to many major international
issues seens now to prevail .aaong western leaders . ., _. . . .,, ~, . ~

There is also, I think, general agreement about the nature
and the proportions of the task Sacing the West in the struggle for the
kind of a world rrhich decent people desire and deserve . That agreement,
however, is not likely to express itself in policy and action, unless
the views and conclusions of those Whose business it is to study foreiga
affairs appeal to the coron sense -- the inforaed coion sense -- of•
the average citizen. •

Tazpayers need no reainding that foreiga policy, and even more,
the lamentable results of the failure of foreign policy, costs them a t
the present tirse far more aoney't2ian ever before . This realization has
itself, however, caused a develop~ent of great importance . Because ez-
penditures for foreign affairs have to be supported in the legislaturea
cf the western democracies, the Impact of public opinion on foreign
policy is norr more general, iaediate and direct than ever before . It
is, therefore, correspondingly more important that opinion be informsd
and intelligent .

I do not suggest that the hard-pressed citizen should study
international balance of payaents figures, to the exclusion of baseball
scores, or forsake Bob Hope conpletely for a scrutiny of•the clauses o2'
the Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria . I subnit, hovrever, that the main
direction of western foreign policy must find very broad public acceptance
and public understanding, both amongst the experts and the casually
interested . Idor should such understanding and acceptance bs spasmodic and
intermittent . The .basic .design for peace cannot .be changed half rray through

!its construction, any more than the shape of a house can be transformed as the
~.alls go up .

. . . . .For these



For these_reasons,_ befor.e .considering. certain detailed aspects
of the North Atlantic. .Treaty, . it_.is_.important. to . exa.zaine the validity of
sqme of . the._ assumptions thich_ gave.. rise_.to, tlie_ idea of the Treaty in the
first place. . .An . .op.en mindec~_ inquiry, .i.nto . .,them raises several intriguing .
questions ; .. for. .inatance,~to wüat extent:_is . the_ security of America de-
pendEnt_nn. . .conditions_in_Europe?.,Also,_why_should the provisions of a .
piece of paper.caLled . .the_.gtlantic_Tr.eaty.work .any better than the Briand-
Kellogg . or Locarno Pacts?

International_ issues_ ar.e_ usually._approached on the basis of
the juàgment_ .we_make . as_.ta. their_effect on. ..our_ own_.national or personal
security, _ . CErtainly. _.ihe_Itorth Atlantic _Treaty. is no exception to this
rule. ._ . Caa_it~ .ba_ jtistif? eiLon_ that _scoret . , In . .this favoured continent9
the temptation_to ~ind_our__ovm .businesa -- .in_the.hope that others will
do likewis.e__.--. is_.always_ present ._ . ._Because . .of . .the ..cost, the vexations
and frustr.ations_whic2L are _a_ part Af. . active participation in the affairs
of a confuseàand_ turbulent _ world9it_is .wise .to keep reminding ourselves
of the circumstances__which_ would_ mske . a_ retreat , to isolation or partial
isolation__unrealistic . and unrriseo _. . . . . . .

Wa~-_ ~~y_against.~uch a.retr.ea.t . dwell usually on the wonders
and the horrors of.modern .:snience._which has , re-shaped the world in our
lifetime9 and.has__far_nutpace.d ..man° .s . .social .development, You wi119 I .
hope, forgive . .me .for _emphasizing_ .once . again ._this _fundamental aspect of
international r.elations_beçause_it . ..sonetimes_.seems that of the many
and complex .dangers_which we._face , ._the_greatest . of.them all is the danger
of ignoring the obvious . _ . _

We have .all .too. quickly. become_ accustomed to the idea that a
plane can circle the. globe . without . .stopping; .that .an atomic bomb can be
delivèred anywhere;_that_it ..nay soon :be possible to fire deadly missiles
across oceans ; that .bacteriolob.ical warfare opens :up whole new chapters
in the already . highly . .devsloped technique of . huaan destruction. i`rhile
we cannot _be . . otherrrise, than . .aware._of .. these,grim_. concepts, we have almost
begun to take_them fàr_grântede_ Certainly .we .have hesitated to accept
soberly and_.fullthé _political..implications .which the advances of
science haYe_ .in_this . centttry_t,hrust. .upon . us whether we like it or not .
In 1901 the Chief._of__Police ._of Chic .ago_ made , a record-breaking dash
aroimd. the_ worl.d_whiah took. ai x+y_ days . .. Politically and socially we
are still going arounci: the__world _in . .60 days . ?ie should, however, base
our internatinnal_outlook._on . .the_sixty .-hour. .globa.l non-stop flight .
When we .do9. it .becomes . imaediately .nbvious. that . it vrould be just as
difficult for ,this continent . to_ live, with security in isolation as it
would be for_ n . wcalthy man_ to ..live_alone. .in . safety. in a lawless slum,

ai.gression, . is. . fnr .friendl,y_ states . xho have confidence in each other ' s

In the absence'_of .a strong. and . workable supranational legal
and political ..ordez the. threat of aggression is always present rhether
it originates . in _Germany~_Italy. or Japan , as before the recent war ; or
whether it emerges ._in_a.sonewhat .different form .as at present . It is
unfortunately .perfectly clear._that_the r.ule of. law cannot yet be est-
ablished ..internationally., . .It_seems .to .me .to be equally clear that
while .the. . United_Dtations . can . do, and ' is doing many good things, and
v,hile we should.keep striving_to . make . it more effective, nevertheless
it cannot in. .prEsent .circumstances .give any of_its members that
security against .agg~ession. which:.they seek . . It follows~ thereforey
t!"at the next_best .way of dealing .with agg~ssion9 or the threat of

pacific intentions to_band ..together_in 6rdP ' to be in the position to
take collective_ police . action. against an aggr.:ssor. The first aia of

. . . . , such an
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such. an_ a,rrnngement,_.of which, the ,North Atlantic Pact is an example, is
to stop aggr®sion before it starts by çonvincing the potential attacker
that he. .would .. gain_ nothing . by a . resort to arms. If this cân be done,
then: a .better. atnospher.e can be created for the solution of those inter-
national which breed mistrust, fear and insecurity . : Of course,
without such a solution, neithér the Atlantic nor any other Peacé pact
canin the long run achieve its objectives . _

In ~ontrast to this principle of collective action, a' premium
vras put on aggression and the defiance .of international autho~ity in
the interwar period . Manchuria, the march into the ~uhr, Ethiopia ,
Spain, Austria, Czechoslovaki,a -- these names should remind us continually
that a policy of vacillation and appeasement is fatal in the, .tough and
larrless sphere of international relations ; that . collective action, Rith
full national acceptance of risks and responsibility~ and on . the broadest
possible basis, is the best possible defence against aggression .

Unhappily, however, the events of the post-war period do more
than justify the principle of collective, 'as opposed to national, action
as the best güarantee of se~uritye They make such action imperative in
practice. But 4ust as the peoples of the democraeies usually wish' to
mind their own business without interference fron,outside, they are loath
to impute oontrary motives to ôthers . Those, particularly, with a`liberal
outlook bend over backwards to,be fair-minded and give the other felloar
the benefit of the doubt .' `This imderstandable attitude becomes dangerous,
however, when it ignores the'evidence . That ev3ûence, which is concerned
lârgely with,the actions and .policies of the U.S.S .R., provides,today
ample justification for concentration on the idea of collective defence
Which lies behind the Atlantic Pact . =

The transformation of a great ally in war to a bitter antagonist
in peace is alxays a tragic development . Today it marks also the dismal,
if temporary, negation of our high hopes. for a"one 4rorld" of countries
cooperating peacefully within the United Nations . Lamentations, horrever,
will not mend the split in a divided globe. Courage and comâôn sense
demand that we deal with the world as it is, notas we srish it were . In
spite of the frantic efforts of comcunist-inspired propaganda to mislead
and confuse,'we know that the main reason for the present discouraging
situation lies in the aim of the U .S.S.R. to fasten the yoke of totali-
tarian commlmism on the necks of free people. The facts in this connec-
tion spea.k for themselves and they go back furthér thEn is sometimes
thought. ' ' '

As long ago as February, 1945, several months before' 'V-E .
Day, the U .S .S .R . demonstrated its way of interpreting the Yalta de-
claration on liberated Europe'v;hich had just been signed . That no~
famous declaration provided for "the right of all peoples to choose
the fora of government under which they will live" and the Big Thrée
undertook when necessary to form "interim governmental authorities
broadly representative of ail democratic elements in the populatio n
and pledged to the earliest possible establishment through free electians
of governments responsive to the will of . the people° . ïVhen the U.S.S .R.
brutally forced the appointment of a communist-dominated government in
Rouincnia, the United States and Britain, invoking the Yalta agreement,
jointly protested the Soviet action and called foi' joint consultation .
This was flatly refused by Moscow . The communists had made their choice
of non-cooperation and conflict, v:hich culminated in the formal splitting
of Europe into opposing blocks, when bdr . Molotov Rithdrew on July 2nd,
1947, from the initial conference at Paris on Secretary Liarshall's
Harvard proposal for a concerted European recovery programme . Then, in
Septenber, 1947, the Cominform Fas established in Belgrade . This so-
called information bureau vrns patently the post-xar version of the
Communist International, organized by the Bolsheviks in 1919, t o

. . . . . foment rrorld
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foment world revolution . In the a.utumn o£ 191{7y a svave of commimist-
led strikes9 accompanied by violence and rioting, convulsed France and
Italy. The seizure of Czechosloval{ia in the following February v;as a
gruesome example of how "the U .S,S .R. and the democratic countries aim
at whittling down imperialism ar.d strengthening .democracy" to quote the
Cominform Manifesto . s Jan Masarykçs .death, .which followed' was a tragic
symbol of the futility of trying to cooperate with the communists . A
further concrete example of the Soviet Union1s distaste for any form of
genuine international cooperation vras her refusal to join'_such United
Nations agencies as the I0L .Oo9 ICAO, FAO' IR09 International Banke
International Funda UNESC09 and the ITO .

Even more serious9 horrever9 is the indictment of Soviet
methods and intentions supplied by the Soviet leaders themselves . The
record is cleary candid and damning, Take .the following paragraph from
Stalin4s "Leninism" in the 1933 edition ô

"The victory of socialism in one country is not an end in
itself ; it must be looked upon as a support, as a means for
hastening the proletarian victory in every other land. Far
the victory of the revolution in one country (in Russia, for
the nonce) is not only the result of the tmequal development
and the progressive decay of imperialism; it is likewise the
beginning and the continuation of the world revolution, "

Or the following flat statement from the programme of the Coin1IIunist
International :

"The ultimate aim of the Comsninist International is to
replace world capitalist economy by . a vrorld system of
Communism . "

The same attitude sras recently revealed in a letter from the

LSoscow Centra]. Committee' which attacked the idea that there could be
"peaceful development of capita] .ist elements alongside socialism" as
"a rotten and opportunist theory." By the communists' otisn actions and
by their own wordsy the nature and extent of the menace of Rorld communism
to the free nations is made clear.

A11 this has a direct bearing on the answer to the first ques-
tion about the assumptions underlying .the Atlantic Treaty; "horr far is
the security of America dependent on Europe?" In purely physical terms,
and because of the special situation crPated by the policies of the
U .S .S .R., it is no exaggeration to say that the safety of this continent
now lies in the security and freedom of western Europe . Anything like
international cammunisa, which menaces that security and freedom, menaces
America. The American continents standing alone with a population of less
than .three- iiundred million could hardly be secure in a communist-dominated
Europe and .Asia. If this fundamental point is valid, certain conclusions
regarding cooperation and mutual aid naturally end inevitably follorr .
On the other .hand, . if_ .it .is .not_fully accepted9 the whole structure of
economic, .military and .political cooperation, no mattér ho w elaborate
or carefully rrorked . outa . nay well fall to the ground in the face of the
first adverse economic or . political rrind. In that collapse9 the Atlantic
Pact.would certainly be involved .

The immediate background of the North Atlantic Treaty has been
reviewed and . recorded so often that it need only be mentioned in outline
here . Mr . Bevin's momentoua speech in the British House of Commons at
the beg{nning .of 1948 may .be said to have begun it.all. At that time he
said that.he had hoped that when the Germa .n and Austrisn peace settlement s

g Adopted at secret meeting in Poland9
September 21-28,1947 . Made public in

hoscow9 October 5•

. . . . . were negotiated
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were negotiated, agreement between the Four Powers would close the breach
between East and West. But, the events of 1947 haa showm, he added, that
this breach could.not be closed and that "the 'ree nations of Western
Europe must now draw closely together" . He went on to express the hope
that treaties to this end would now be signed with the Benelux countries .
Talks follpwed between Britain~ France and the Low Countries, hich resulted
in the signing of the Brussels Pact on b4arch 17th . This agreement established
in Western Europe a nucleus of five democratic9 non-aggressive nations bound
together more closely than ever before in time of peace . On the very day of
its signature, the Brussels Treaty was officially welcomed by the Présiden t
of the United States and the Prime Minister of Canada . Nfro King, our Prime
à2inister at that time, saic4 in Parliament that "the peoples of all free
countries may be assured tY}$t Canada will play her full part in everq move-
ment to give sûbstance to the conception of an effective system of collective
security by the development of regional pacts under the Charter of the United
Nations" . bir. Truman stated, "I am sure that the determination of thé free
countries of Europe to protect themselves will be matched by an eqtial deter-
mination on our part to help them to do so ." Then, on June 19th,_the Van-
denberg resolution supporting the association of the United States vPith :
collective arrangements . based on self-jielp and mutual aidy and which rroitld
increase national securitÿ~ was approved by the United States Senate,
Finally, in early July9 meetings on the official level between representa-
tives of the Brussels nations and the United States and Canada were beguno
These continued until September, rhen they were suspended for governmental
consultation. They were resumed on December lOth, The final text of the
Pact, first published on March 18th, was signed on April 4th by the twelve
"fotmder members" who by this time also included Norzvay, Denmark, Italy,
Iceland and Portugal .

I am not, I think9 betraying any diplomatic secret when I say that
in the discussions leading up to the Pact, Rhich were conducted in a spirit
of complete franlrness and understandingy two main lines of approach to the
problem of North Atlantic security became evidento On this side of the
Atlantic there was a natural and inevitable reluctance to go beyond a general
commitment of mutual assistance or to take any action which would appear to
cut across the formal responsibility of Congress or Parliament to declare
raro On the European side there was an equally natural and inevitable reluc-
tance to accept a political commitment of mutual aid without satisfactory
assurances that this commitment would be promptly and satisfactorily
implemented if and Nhen the emergency occurred . It is9 I think, a tribut e
to the authors of the pact - but far more so to the good sense of the
peoples whom they represented - that these two points of view were recon-
ciled in the Articles of the Treaty. This could not, of course, have
happened if the signatories did not feel that the spirit behind their
signatures was even more important than the vrording of the Articles them-
selves . Of course9 the letter of a law - or a treaty - is important but
excessive and legalistic concentration on words -- the attempt to squeeze
a hidden meaning out of every comma -- is an unrewarding pursuit . An
international pact is, after a119 not the same thing as a contract in domes-
tic law. As Mr. Acheson once said in a press conference discussing the Pact,
there is no sheriff sitting up in the clouds who is going to come dorm and
see that this contract is carried out . In one sense, he continued9 every
fulfilment of an obligation by a nation is a fulfilment of a moral obligation .
A related point is made in the Report of the United States Senate Committe e
on Foreign Relations Rhen it states "the course of action envisaged in the
Treaty is substantially that which the United States would follow wit .hout the
Treaty" . This consideration also applies to Canada and in it, I think9 lies
the best hope for the success and workability of the Pact . Paper agreements
between sovereign states cannot create the community of interest and common
aims upon which lasting cooperation depends but they should, to be effective,
reflect these elements which are essential to concerted action . Fortunately,
there is reason to believe that the North Atlantic Treaty does this .

., . . . There was a
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There was a further difficulty which gave those of us who
were concerned with the negotiation of the Treaty much concera . 11e
kne:v that our governments did not have aggressive or provocative
policies ; that they believed sincerely and firmly in the principles of
the United Nations Charter and were anxious to strengthen the
organization in which those principles were embodied . 1e felt that our
record at its meetings was the best proof of our support for the United
Nations . Nevertheless, we knew also, of course, that those communist
governments who by omission and commission had shorrzi their contemp t
for the Charter and for international cooperation under it, would mis-
represent our support for the Atlantic Pact as a deliberate effort on
our part to sabotage the United Nations . We attempted to meet this
charge by carefully reserving in our Pact all our obligations and
rights under the Charter . 'le also deliberately and specifically sub-
ordinated our Pact to the Charter, and we negotiated it under Article
51 of that Charter . I know, of course, that nothing we could d o
vrould prevent vicious and malicious misrepresentation by.the communists,
41e had to expect that . We were more worried, however, by the suggestion
from more sincere and respectable quarters that, in some way, those who
advocated the Atlantic Pact were being disloyal to the United Nations .
Of course, it may be argued - as it has been argued - that Article 51
was never intended to shelter a collective security arrangement suc h
as our Pact . It can also be argued, however, and I think rvith greater
force, that Article 51 was never intended to prevent nations workin g
out such defensive collective arrangements after it had been sufficie ntly
demonstrated that thé Security Council was being paralysed for this
purpose by the policy of one of its permanent meWbers .

The argument, however, is a barren one. The ,Atlantic
democracies are satisfied that their record at Lake Success is sufficient
proof of their resolve not to allow the Atlantic Pact to interfere with
their obligations or their rights under the Charter .

The heart of the Atlantic Pact is found in Article 5. Under
this Article the parties agreé that an armed attack against one or
more signatories in Europe or I+orth America shall be regarded as an
attack against them all; and they undertake to restore and maintain the
security of the North Atlantic area in the event of such an attack .
The nature and extent of the action required to discharge this obliga-
tion, which may include the use of armed force, is left to each
participant to determine. Any measures taken, however, shall t erminate
as soon as the Security Council has taken effective action .

One aspect of the Treaty .which is of great interest is the
question of action in the event of indirect aggression . The problem
of defining for treaty purposes this insidious technique is s o
complex and full of pitfalls that an attempt to do so might well confuse
rather than clarify matters . Flurthermore, a specific commitment to
deal with indirect aggression along the lines of the commitment under-
taken in Article 5 would not be acceptable to most countries in
present circumstances . Yet the danger from this kind of aggression is
a very real one . Indeed it may well be that rne will not again ex-
perience that type of direct ara.ed aggression with which we have
become so familiar . Some cynic has said that generals are alrays
preparing to vrin the last erar . Diplomats should be careful not to con-
centrate on preventing the last war, by m.aking the test of aggression
an unreal and antiquated one .

Hitler, for instance, ras almost a primitive practitioner
of indirect aggression in comparison with present day standards .
Nevertheless the evidence of the t~uremberg trials indicates the degree
of deception of v,hich this technique was capable even at that rudi-
nentary stage of its development . The carefully planned seizure o f

. . . . .Austria



Austria by the Nazis in 1938 provides an illuminating example . The
Austrian Government had appointed the Nazi Seyss-Inquart as Chancellor
under the threat of German invasiôn ., Just before his appointment,
Hitler ordered German troops across the border . Goering thereupon
dictated over the telephone to the German Embassy in Vienna a tele-
gram which Seyss-Inquart svas-to send Hitler to justify the military
action which already had been initiated . The telegram asked the
German Government to send troops as soon as possible to prevent blood-
shed. Goering told the German Embassy that it was not necessary for
Seyss-Inquart to send the telegram -- all that he needed to do tvas
agree vrith its terms . The Embassy merely informed Goering la ter
that the Austrian Chancellor had agreed and the telegram which was
never sent was quoted to show that Austria had requested the
presence of German troops to prevent disorder .

This sordid little story illustrates, I think, some of
the difficulties of dealing with the problem of indirect aggression
by means of a specific obligation couched in the necessary legalistic
language of a Treaty . It is, hovicever, true that under Article 4 of the
North Atlantic Treaty the signatories do agree to consult together
whenever the political independence of any of them is threatened. This
could mean cchen political independence is threatened from within by
activities inspired, armed and directed from•rrithout . It is, there-
fore, possible to meet the problem of indirect aggression under the
Treaty, if the problem is clear and the danger is obvious . But at the
same time it should be noted that there is nothing in the Treaty which
gives the participants the right to meddle in each other's purely
internal affPirs . Nor, and this is just as important, is there any-
thing in the Treaty which gives any member the right to demand
assistance from other members in dealing caith a domestic political
difficulty .

There are three other articles of the Pact which I
would like to mention. The first is Article 3, which reads :

"In order more effectively to achieve the
objectives of this Treaty, the Parties ;
separately and jointly, by means of con-
tinuous and effective self-help and mutual
aid, will maintain and develop their in-
dividual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack . "

In exanining this article rre must reme~ber that the Atlantic Pact
is only one link in the economic, political and military chain
which the west is forging to protect a free society . It would be
clearly as unwise to expect this link to do the work of the whole
chain as it would be to strengthen it at the expense of other
important links . Furthermore, "self-help and mutual aid" is a
pretty general expression, which extends beyond the possession
and the supplying of adequate arms . Indeed, it has already been
recognized in Washington, that economic aid and military aid are
complementary, and that if the tvro should conflict in the effort
to strengthen 17estern Europe, the former should be given priority .

The problem, against an active political background, of
striking a balance between the economic needs and the defence re-
quirements of a healthy and secure Vestern Europe is not one for
which I can present a neat solution . The extremes to be avoided
are obvious . If V~estern Europe used too r.nach of her productive
capacity for defence, and received too much of her help in the form
of armaments, she might be armed to the teeth but stripped to the
bone . The resulting political weakness would more than offset the
security gained from the possession of adequate new wearons . On

. . . .the
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the other hand, only ivilful or blind ignorance could support a policy
of £attening a defenceless Europe, to fall an easy victim to the first
aggressor . Perhaps the most important result of adequate military
defences would be a state of mind leading to economic gains . A
householder who may be evicted at any time is not likely to devote
energ:y and money to .long-term repairs and improvements . The exposed
economies of Western Europe may well suffer from the saine handicap .

Another.consideration which rre on this continent should
keep before us is expressed by Premier Queuille of France, .when he
said recently of the United States, "We think you would come to
liberate us if we were invaded, but this time l am afraid nothing
would be left to liberate except the corpse of Europe . "

The problem involved in Article 3, so easy to state ,
so difficult to resolve, is related also to Article 2, which reUds:

"The Parties will contribute toward the
further development of peaceful and friendly
international relations by strengthening their
free institutions, by bringing about a better
understanding of the principles upon which these
institutions are founded, and by promoting
conditions of stability and well-being. They
will seek to eliminate conflict in their
international economic policies and tivill en-
courage economic collaboration between any
or all of them . K

This article is one which the Cenadian Government has
alv.'ays considered of special importance, as it emphasizes the fact
that our Pact is -- or should be -- far more than a military
alliance of the type which disappears as soon as the emergency which
prompted its negotiation has disappeared . We must broaden the basis
of this alliance so that it becomes a living, constructive social
and economic force in international"affairs . Article 2 gives us a
founr?ation on which to do this .

Then there is Article 9, which sets up -- in g eneral
terms -- the machinery to carry out the objects of the association .
A great deal remains to be done before this Article is implemented
by the actual establishment of such machinery . V:ork, of course ,
is proceeding for this purpose, and its successful conclusion
rrill make demands on our political vision and understanding . The
machinery must be effective in coordinating and strengthening the
defensive capacity of our association . It must be simple, with
those n•ho have the main responsibilities possessing the power .
At t.he saine time, the st^.aller members of the group cannot be bound
by plans in the r.aking of which they did not participate and which
they ray not have even knorm about . A solution ray be found in the
Council, which represents all the members, having the power to lay
down general principles of collective action nith smaller agencies
with delegated Fovrers responsible for transforming thes e
principles into detailed plans .

The phenomenally successful ►orld War II coalition
depended to a large extent on the political unity achieved by
Roosevelt and Churchill, the strategic coordination effected by
the combined Chiefs of Staff, and the unity of comrrand established
in the various theatres of operations .

Article 9 provides the basis for tr•o of these principles
-- a Council which woulc3 probably be composed of Foreign Ministers

. . . . . .or
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or their representatives, and a Defence Comittee, likewise made up
of the Defence Elinisters or their representativese The Council would,
of course, be primarily concerned with broad political questions ,
and the Defence Cornittee vrith the relation of military and political
considerations, In addition to these bodies, a Chiefs of Staff
Committee, with a permanent combined staff, will probably deal with
central military planning . The question of unity of cormand could
be handled by deaignating Coamanders-in-Chief for various areas
or by setting up skeleton staffs to study the problems .relating
to possible theatres of operationo Lastly, the natter of supply
--shipping, raw materials, food, communications, and so on --
would come under some sort of Military Supply Committee, Thes e
main organs would, of course, be augcaented by various working groups
and subcommittees . The efficient integration and organization
of the units established will be of the highest importance . Its
achievement, however, will depend more on day to day friendly
contacts, on the groprth of the habit of consultation and cooperative
work, rather than on high-sounding principles and grandioseoformulae .

May I make one further observation in closing? If the
Atlantic Pact is thought of as a heavy black line on a map, fencing
off a certain area from aggression, and behind,which a group of
nations concern themselves solely-with their own security, then
the Pact may prove to possess the same fatal wealmesses for its
members as the Maginot Line mentality possessed for certain
countries before the ware In this day and agea even collective
isolation is a weakaess . There is now no area in the world which is
beyond the concern of all freedom and peace-loving nations . It
v,rould do us little good if we moved only from nationâl isolation to
area isolatione Security, like war, knows no limits e

This is a very sketchy, .and, I am afraid, inadequate
eaamination of such an important subject as the making of the
Atlantic Pacte As one who participated in that high adventure,
my abiding impression is one of an earnest desire on the part of
the representatives of the various governmett s concerned to
accept compromises and make concessions in the interest of general
agreemente Behind this vras the full confidence we had in each
other's good faith, good will and peaceful intentions, No single
country involved in t his Pact bas had any aggressive purpose
in bringing it to a successful conclusion, and no country could
or would use it for any aggressi4e purpose now that it has been
signed. The communists may rage that this is not soe We will
refute their charges by the only proof that matters, our record
in the days Bhead . S7e will show, I' am sure, by that record,
that this is indeed a Pact of Peace,

I

S/C


